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ABSTRACT

Stakeholders are progressively measuring the success of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in terms of graduation rates. Today, HEIs are under intense pressure not only to recruit students who have the potential to graduate on time, but also to detect and provide at-risk students with necessary remedial measures. However, most top management has difficulty in accessing data in their organization as the number of data increases continuously. Business Intelligence (BI) is one of the tools used widely to help organizations such as HEI to access and manage huge volumes of data. The features provided in BI tools enable managers to make accurate and effective decisions at the appropriate time and in the right format. Through systematic literature review (SLR), this paper discusses formulation of Business Intelligence framework for deploying solutions in HEIs that guides current practice and for the future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Decision making is an essential issue in every organization in order to meet targets of business performance indicator and to improve business processes. Generally, top management of an organization has limited accessibility to data of their organization as most of the time, the data is locked and not fully accessible to the management [1]. This lack of data accessibility causes the top management to make decisions with little or no reference to appropriate data.

Appropriate data plays a crucial role for effective decision making [2] as relying on intuitions can be dangerously unreliable in complicated situations [3]. An increase numbers of student and staff populations in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) lead to complexity in the process of managing and handling the various data. Each of these data own different requirements and it is very crucial for university academic and performance results [4]. Hence, a tool such as Business Intelligence (BI) can help the organization leverage their instinct in order to make an effective decision through disciplined process of valuable information [5].

According to Molensky, et al. [6], BI is a process involved of monitoring and analyzing data to be transformed to information and knowledge for decision making activity and achieve business organization level. BI can be simplified as “information discovery and analysis, making it possible for decision makers at all level of an organization to more easy to access, understand” [5]. In addition, BI is also able to provide accurate information with appropriate tools for data analysis [7].

BI system has become an important solution for decision making in various organization in the last two decades [1] as it manage large volumes of raw data to be more accessible, clear and useful and presents and visualizes valuable information using an appropriate tool. BI also facilitates users to dig and extract valuable information for effective decision making [5]. Thus, BI is also known as “an ICT tool that allows its users to leverage the best use of their data, summarizing and aggregating information” [2]. BI also able to support strategic and operational decision making and risk assessment in a dynamic business environment [8].

BI comprises a main task including “processes and activities to refine, analyze and manage large amounts of information related to business and business environment and to provide the decision makers the easy access to processed information”[9]. From the perspective of HEIs, BI can facilitate strategic vision by analyzing the graduates’ employability rates, strategic planning analysis and also comparative results of education quality across different units within the university and across universities [7]. Moreover, BI provides HEIs better prospect by providing only a valuable information regarding the performance of the university which can be used by university’s top management [10].

BI can increase organization performance as it supplies effective assists for top management to have valuable real-time information in hand [11]. Therefore, BI is one of the means to help the university’s top management to make a decision by changing the way data is consumed, analyzed and leveraged, “one way of viewing BI in context of education environment is using BI for decision support of universities’ management” [7]. BI can provide effective capabilities in generating and delivering different kinds of report such as universities’ annual performance reports [12]. This reports able to facilitate the university’s top management monitoring the university’s performance level.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that universities are good candidates for BI [13] and have a lot of potential in further exploiting the BI capabilities. Drivers contributing to increased interest in BI within the Higher Education (HE) sector include: continuing growth in student and staff numbers, recruit the best students, graduation rates, attract more funding, increasing competition between institutions,
government pressure to improve operational efficiency, and the diverse and shifting expectations of stakeholders.

Universities have been described as combining “hierarchical administration with a peer philosophy that views professors as self-governing colleagues (or a community of scholars) and decentralized departments that often operate independently rather than as part of an organization, and myriad constituencies served by the university” [14]. While previous studies on BI from other industry contexts can provide useful insights, it is believed that studies specific to the HE context are required to provide insights that are genuinely relevant to BI within the HE sector.

The available literature studies in BI are broad but the studies of BI framework specifically in an academic environment are still limited [7, 15]. Thus, this study intends to identify components of a BI for HEIs that could help a university to manage large volumes of data and at the same time able to facilitate the university’s management in making an effective decision. As stated by, Muntean, et al. [7] university also requires a framework that describes layer and components that effectively support the execution of strategic objectives and facilitate [10] the efficiency in decision making for the university itself. Additionally, it also aids as a guidance for the university’s management to gather the valuable real-time information that facilitate them to make prediction of future performance of their institutional development and take an improvement action in ensuring the strategic target for the university performance is achieved [10].

The remainder of this paper has been structured as follows. Research methods are presented on the following section while data analysis and findings are presented and discussed in the subsequent section. The paper concludes with a summary of the findings and outlook for future research.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

This section is specifically dedicated to reviewing literature on the availability of BI Framework. Thus, this review article adopted the qualitative approach presented by Miskon, et al. [16].

In this approach, we applied a four stages method to identify and extract the related articles, actual coding and analyze, and report the literature-based findings. The first stage method is identifying and extracting the articles that need to be included in this review paper. The second stage involved preparing the details of analysis and followed by analysis and actual coding. The last stage of this paper is writing-up the research findings.

In identifying the articles to be included in this review, several online databases such as ACM, IEEE, ScienceDirect, Scopus, Springer-Link and Taylor Francis Online were searched. The main objective of this paper is to identify BI Framework for the HEIs. Therefore the keyword “Business Intelligence Framework” was searched for in the title, abstract and keywords of the sampling frame which was described above. The first round of search yielded only 2 papers that related with BI Framework for HEIs.

As this extraction of the article resulted with only 3 articles, we continued the search strategy by extracting papers that may have mentioned Business Intelligence Framework in a meaningful way in the body text of the articles. At this phase, we decided to conduct a systematic search for “Business Intelligence” AND “Universite” AND “Business Intelligence” AND “Framework” AND “Academic” OR “Universite” in the body-text of the papers within the sampling frame and also Google Scholar. Hence, 15 of collected papers addressed the research aim. However, since studies of BI Framework for universities are very few in number, we decided to broaden the published paper of literature to Google Online Database. By extending the research, the searching strategies enabled the researcher to identify other related articles and journals.

Actual coding and analysis took place in multiple rounds. The main categories of the BI framework from Muntean, et al. [7] were used as the primary classification categories in the detailed coding - enabling any new categories to also emerge – if supported with the literature evidence. Thus, the content captured under the “BI Framework” high level node, were mapped (coded) against the categories of the a-priori framework.

For writing up the research findings, researcher presented the result in an objective manner of the literature. The goal of this paper was to identify the reported available BI frameworks related for HEI purposes.

**DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS**

This section explains analysis of data related to the layer and components of BI Framework for HEIs. From 15 papers, only 5 papers discuss mainly on BI framework, see Table-1 for detail description of each framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BI Framework for University [7]</td>
<td>This paper provides a framework and component dedicated for university’s management as a guidance to implement BI solution in their institution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladder of Business Intelligence (LOBI) [17]</td>
<td>LOBI Framework is one of the frameworks that focus through the detailed analysis of people, process and technology. It also focuses analyzing the core business processes which have most impact on business performance. LOBI Framework derives the plan and architecture on the basis of the business objective.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the literature review as presented in Table-2, several components are identified which are similar as components in BI framework for University discusses by Muntean, et al. [7]. Therefore, BI framework for University components refer as the main references due to the components matched with the HEIs environment.

Table-2. Components in BI Frameworks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Intelligence driven Data Mining (BliDM) [18]</td>
<td>BliDM is a four layered framework comprised Knowledge Layer, E-Service Layer, Method Layer and Data Layer constructed by top-down approach process. It is a combination of knowledge-driven data mining and method-driven data mining to fill the gap in business intelligence knowledge in e-commerce and current various data mining methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software as a Service (SaaS) BI Framework [19]</td>
<td>A unified five layered framework with each components provide as a service. It is also delivers BI multiple source data integration, and data analytics as a comprehensive solution to meet the need of organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework for Business Intelligence [20]</td>
<td>A three layer basic structures framework that separates data, logic and access component develop in tight interaction with the practitioner both from supplier and application side.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are eight (8) main components of BI were identified, as summarized in Figure-1. An organization such as HEI required a framework which defines each of the components to deliver their strategic vision and plan by implementing it to their organizations [7].

The framework components include University Vision and Mission, University Strategy, Key Performance Indicator, Key Business Processes, People, Processes, BI Technologies and Information Infrastructure.

**Figure-1. A BI Framework for University**

University vision and mission is an important description of the university desired outcomes and university future direction. It is a complementary component and core purposes providing university direction for long-term orientation. According to Cates, et al. [17], LOBI framework concepts agrees that apply business vision and mission as important component for the company direction for the upcoming years. Vision and mission is very significant in every organization as it remains part of the development of organization strategy [21]. Vision can be defined as a clear explanation of the organization objective and goal need to achieve within certain period of time [22]. Vision is an essential element to organization as it is part of success route for the organization which states optimism and possibilities for the upcoming desired future [21]. Mission is a statement that describes the existence of an organization that relates to the present and future direction without any timeframe [21] and it is used to help guide decisions makers about priorities, actions, and responsibilities. Organization without mission prone to face difficulty situation to maintain their organization future direction as it plays an important component for the organization strategy plan, “the foundation of any strategic plan is the institutional mission statement. This statement delineates, in concise language, why the institution exists and what its operations are intended to achieve” [22].

Hence, in HEIs perspective, vision and mission statement crucial in providing an important component of the university overall strategy and acts as a guideline for
the future direction for the university to maintain its performance level. Hence, vision and mission important as it provides institutional unique identity to the university [23].

University strategy is a detailed university plan for achieving goal and success in any state of situation. Strategy can assist university in establishing priorities and to better serve the needs of the university. To successfully execute university strategy, university needs the strategy links with the financial and operational objectives. Effectiveness of university strategy rely and link on clear and concise of university vision and mission [23]. Additionally, well-defined financial and operational objective assists university to successful university strategy development. These important elements can be classified as a part of university strategy and metrics. Thus, it helps for the sustainability of the university, measuring the university performance level and support the strategic decision making. In this particular level, it referred as a decision making level managed and defined by the university’s top management.

University Performance Model uses Key Performance Indicator known as KPI as a metric to evaluate factors that are needed by university. KPI is an evaluation index of quantitative and qualitative performance of an organization [24]. This KPI is crucial to university as it acts as measurement of performance level. It needs to be established and monitored for the university management in order to measure the particular indicator has been achieved as strategic targets or not. BI often uses KPI “to access the present state of business and to prescribe a course of action” [11].

From HEIs perspective, it serves as a metric to evaluate and monitor factors that are needed by university in planning and improving university performance scale [24]. University requires KPI to measure results and performance as well as their quality of education and teaching offered [4]. There is a concept of Ladder of Business Intelligence (LOBI) Framework similar for University Performance Model component. LOBI Framework uses balanced scorecard (BSC) which provides a mechanism to measure the performance level of a business. The scorecard is established with four perspectives including a financial perspective, a customer perspective, an internal process perspective and a learning and growth perspective [17]. Furthermore, the BSC also able to facilitate university management to monitor their performance level against strategic goals and align university activities to their own vision and mission [20, 25]. Ideally, “the performance measures need to be derived from the university strategies and from an analysis of the key business processes required to achieve those strategies and therefore this performance information must be presented to academic supervisor staff in a concise, intuitive format to support the university management processes” [7].

The main key business processes involved in this framework are academic processes. According to Alnoukari [1], there are several numbers of core university management daily operations and processes including academic data processes, financial data processes, human resource data processes and quality assurance automated data processes. These processes are vital for each university as their organization’s sustainability and performance level. “All activities carried out in the context of business are part of business process”[17]. University key processes including education, basic scientific research, community service and training skilled and qualified manpower [23]. Other examples of key business processes for a university are; recruitment and admission, teaching and learning, supervision, research, and faculty loads as depicted in Figure-2. Business Intelligence driven Data Mining (BIdDM) Framework, Method Layer uses process as an activity to transform raw data into meaningful representation using data mining algorithm [18]. As well as BI Framework by Baars and Kemper [20] stated, Logic Layer comprises process analyzing which the raw data transforms into knowledge and support the distribution of the knowledge.

**Figure-2. Example of value chain of key business processes in academic environment (Extracted from Sison and Pablo [26]).**

Process can be defined as “a series of related activities that designed to gather input and convert it into a desired result” [17]. In the academic environment, process is more appropriate to be defined as “The key didactic processes which involve education management processes such as defining curricula, student registration and student completion of studies” [7]. Key business process is an activity or a set of activity that are vital for achieving an
organization strategy. Business process is defined as a series of steps, tasks or activities which utilize the resources that convert input to be an output product [17]. Processes are required to be implemented in every business or organization function. In LOBI framework, Cates, et al. [17] describe the process relates activity of transforming raw data, facts and symbols into information, knowledge, and finally transform to intuition for business decision making activity. Thus, key business process used in this framework aid university to implement it business function to achieve the strategy stated in the upper level.

People is classified in this framework as a variety of users in university which have different roles and functions in analytics, business and decision processes [7]. Additionally, these users also require different types of analysis, delivery of information and data. According to Jusoh, et al. [27], the people involved in this framework are the corresponding users who are involved in academic and non-academic management such as university’s top management, administrative and academic staffs, hostel supervisors and students. The way people perform their role in the university is changing. Today, people can no longer sit, restrict and control the flow of information within the university. This information must be made available to the people if the information is very important for them to make important decisions for the university. Sometimes different types of users require the same information in different ways. For example the way information is to be delivered should be customized [28]. People in this framework is specified as users involved with vision and mission and also organization strategy development as mentioned by Cates, et al. [17] in LOBI framework. Thus if possible, people who involved in this framework is able to see instantly the information that is relevant for them. In the HEIs environment, process is an activity which transform the large volumes of data available in university into information and knowledge for the top management to make the effective decision making [29].

Another component of this framework is BI Technologies. This framework component preferred dashboard as one of the visualization tools for delivering and displaying the core business intelligence to the users as depicted in Figure-3. Dashboard can visualize a multi-dimensional datasets from the combination of linked chart [30]. A well-designed interactive visualization dashboard can aid users gain insights into data, identify trends and patterns, make decisions [30] and communicate with problem arises that required corrective action [12]. From the university perspective, dashboard allows users in identifying the university performance, making data comparison across department and also analyzing data from different of viewpoints for better decision making [7].

Generally, scattered and large data cannot be easily embedded into any kind of BI system and be expected to directly produce actionable results. The data needs to go through several preparatory stages before it is ready to be visualized and presented in the form of a report or a BI dashboard. Data is stored in various sources such as systems’ database, excel file, documents, plaintext files or pictures and other multimedia information [8]. These sources need to be extracted in to BI solution in the first stage. Accessing and integrating data from various data sources and storing it, usually into a data warehouse. If the BI tool is unable to connect to the sources natively, an additional plug-in or development work is needed. Figure-4 depicts an example process of how data from various sources can be extracted and stored for analysis purposes.
According to Venkatadri, et al. [5], in order to maintain the accuracy and integrity of the data, efficiency of data, reduction of data storage [8] and as well as to improve the correctness of information, all data will undergo a process called the data cleaning process later. The data from several databases or various data sources such as MySQL database and excel file needs to process into a single data format prior to further processing [27] as depicted in Figure-5. This data later will be loaded into a unified data format. In SAAS BI framework, Knowledge Discovery Service (KDS) component includes pre-processing and cleaning data which process of removing the inconsistencies or noises from raw data to a cleaned data [19].

Figure-5. Example of various data sources (Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access, and Database System).

In order to enable university’s top management to make data-driven decisions, the BI technologies needs to process the data into easy-to-understand information. This needs a set of technologies and processes that use data to understand and analyse business performance. Figure-6 depicts an example of data access and reporting, and analytics. Analytics here means “the extensive use of data, statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and predictive models, and fact-based management to derive decisions and actions” [31].

Figure-6. Example of type of reporting and analytics (Extracted from University of Michigan [32]).

Another preference of BI Technologies for academic environment is Business Intelligence Reporting Tool (BRIT) mentioned by Jusoh, et al. [27]. It acts as a visualization tool for generating and illustrating a report for user to analyze the data to gather results. Additionally, BRIT tool can be used to produce and generate report and allows the user to recognize trends and patterns in data and present the report in interactive and professional ways [27]. In LOBI Framework, Cates, et al. [17] defined technology as a measure of the capability of an organization for utilizing intelligence to make decision. The implementation of technology facilitates business intelligence to measure the capacity of a business to impressively enable business decision through access to intelligence. Sohail, et al. [33] stated that visualization is important to figure out the information as in the data visualization layer provide pre-built dashboard with the right visualizations. The capabilities of BI Technologies to access in a holistic view of performance gives a benefit and advantage for generating report requirements [34].

Information infrastructure in this study, “addresses the data architecture and also data integration infrastructure to ensure effectiveness and agility to react to the changes in business requirement” [7]. Information infrastructure components include, an enterprise data warehouse or/and data mart or/and an operational data store (ODS) or a real-time data warehouse [7]. Data warehouse is the significant main components for huge data storage for an organization [8, 11]. Data marts similarly with data warehouse which store operational data based on the needs of a given department. According to Aziz, et al. [15], a data warehouse can facilitate the data-analysis and support fact-based business decision making by transforming the data in organized manner. An organization such as a university needs a data warehouse to provide a centralized source of information where this warehouse should provide high volume of storage devices to store the information [5]. Information infrastructure can be identified and classified as data which is stored in a data warehouse where it can be used for analysis purpose [27]. It acts as information storage where the data warehouse is integrated with the client information. In Software as a Service (SAAS) BI Framework, Infrastructure Layer acts as a layer “provides common hardware, software and facilities including network, storage, and computing resources”[19]. In future, the information infrastructure needs to intelligently manage massive amounts of data to exploit the data and information that are available. This is to ensure efficient communications and decision making can be made in the institution.
CONCLUSIONS

Universities are constantly seeking new technical and managerial approaches to making better use of data and information available due to the increasing amount of data being collected and distributed from internal and external sources. Advances in emerging ICT have enabled universities to develop innovative means to collect data that may not be possible before. However sometimes “this leads to the explosion of data and unprecedented challenges in making strategic and effective use of available data” [35]. Therefore this BI framework consists of eight main components which are University Vision and Mission, University Strategy, Key Performance Indicator, Key Business Processes, People, Processes, BI Technologies and Information Infrastructure that are expected to help the university deploying the BI solutions. The framework was derived from analysis of content observed in the literature. It starts to capture the complex, interrelated components of BI benefits, which can inform prioritization and management in deploying the BI solutions. Through BI solution, it is expected the university’s management able to handle reporting among variety of users and manage huge amount of data to be transformed into valuable real-time information. Furthermore, a BI framework also can facilitate the university to structure the process of improving the BI strategy in a very cost effective way. Eventually, BI projects will be more successful, cost less and deliver more value to the university’s BI users. Hence, this initial BI framework can be used as a guideline as it gives better definition for strategic vision in HEIs environment. Furthermore, we believe this initial framework is able to bring together the four main business drivers of an institution namely: people, plans, processes and performance that able to help the university’s management deploying BI solution.
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